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Q1. Statements: Applications of applicants who do no fulfil eligibility criteria and/or who do not submit applications before last date will be summarily rejected and

will not be called for the written test.

Conclusions:

I. Those who are called for the written test are those who fulfil eligibility criteria and have submitted their applications before last date.

II. Written test will be held only after scrutiny of applications.

A Only conclusion I follows

B Only conclusion II follows

C Either I or II follows

D Neither I nor II follows

E Both I and II follow

Q2. P, Q, R, S, T, U, V and W are sitting round the circle and are facing the centre: P is second to the right of T who is the neighbour of R and V. S is not the

neighbour of P. V is the neighbour of U. Q is not between S and W. W is not between U and S.

Which one is immediate right to the V if the position of S and U are interchanged ?

A. P

B. U

C. T

D. R

E. None of These

Q3. Statement: The X-Airlines has decided to increase the passenger fare by 15 percent with immediate effect.

Assumptions:

I. The demand for seats of X-Airlines may remain unchanged even after the hike of fare.

II. Other airline companies may also hike the passenger fares.

A. Only assumption I is implicit

B. Only assumption II is implicit

C. Either I or II is implicit

D. Neither I nor II is implicit

E. Both I and II are implicit

Q4. Below given a series of some five numbers :

446 362 576 495 241

Answer the following questions based on these numbers :

If the middle digit in all the numbers are removed, then which of the following number will be minimum ?

A. 446

B. 362

C. 576

D. 495

E. 241

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

Q5. Meager : Adequate :: Condign : ?

A. Far

B. Prolific

C. Ache

D. Immoral

E. None of these

Q6. Statement : The gov announced a heavy compensation package for all the victims of the terrorist attacks.

Arguments:

I. Such incidents of terror may not occur in near future

II. Compensation may mitigate the anger among the citizens against the government.

A. if only argument I is strong

B. if only argument II is strong

C. if either I or II is strong

D. if neither I or II are strong

E. if both I and II follow
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Q7. Statement: No budgetary provision for the purpose of appointing additional faculty would be made in the context of institute's changed financial priorities.

Assumptions:

I. Appointment of faculty requires funds.

II. There are areas other than appointment of faculty which require more financial attention.

A. Only assumption I is implicit

B. Only assumption II is implicit

C. Either I or II is implicit

D. Neither I nor II is implicit

E. Both I and II are implicit

Q8. Eight friends, A , B , C , D , E , F , G and H are seated in a circular arrangement facing the center

(i) AC, DG , HE and FB are seated adjacent to each other. A is also seated adjacent to H

(ii) B is second to the right of H

(iii) E is third to the right of C

(iv) G is opposite to E

Who is seated at 2nd right of D ?

A)  G B)  B C)  C D)  E E)  H

Q9. Statement: The government is making efforts to boost tourism in State X.

Assumptions:

I. Tourism in State X dropped following political unrest.

II. Special discounts in the air fare have been announced.

A. Only assumption I is implicit

B. Only assumption II is implicit

C. Either I or II is implicit

D. Neither I nor II is implicit

E. Both I and II are implicit

Q10. Pointing to a man, a woman said, "His mother is the only daughter of my mother." How is the woman related to the man ?

A)  Sister B)  Grand Mother C)  Grandfather D)Mother E)None of these

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

11. Rigid : Broken :: Admiration : ?

A)  Jovial B)  Disrespect C)  Repentance D)Chide E)None of these

Q12. From the given below sentences, what can you conclude with the statements I and II?

Some papers are books

All papers are words

Statement I : All words being book is a possibility

Statement II : Some words are not papers

A. Only I follows

B. Only II follows

C. Both I and II follows

D. neither I nor II follows

E. either I or II follows

Q13. What is Rakhi's position from the left end of a row?

I. There are 4 students between Gauri and Rakhi. Bhavna is 6th to the right of Gauri.

II. Gini is 6th to the left of Rakhi and is 2nd from the left end.

A. If the data in statement I alone is sufficient to answer the question.

B. If the data in statement II alone is sufficient to answer the question.

C. If the data either in statement I alone or statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question.

D. If the data given in both I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question.

E. If the data in both the statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.
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Answer the following questions based on these conditions :

Five persons F,M,K,J,E are sitting in a straight row, not necessarily in the same order. M do not sit in the middle and is the immediate left of J. F and J occupy the

extreme positions. K sits between F and E.

Q14. If the position of K and J are interchanged, which of the following option denotes the first two people ?

A) EJ B)  FK C)  FE D)  ME E)  FJ

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

Q15. Precocious : Futile :: Exquisite : ?

A) Grandiose  B)  Outburst C)  Careless D) Lifeless E) None of these

In the following questions,the symbols $,#,@,% and * are illustrate the following meanings.

P$Q – P is not smaller than Q

P#Q – P is neither greater than nor equal to Q.

P@Q – P is neither smaller than nor equal to Q.

P%Q – P is not greater than Q

P*Q – P is neither greater than nor smaller than Q.

Q16.

Statements:

K # L , L % M , M * N , N # O

Conclusions:

I. K # M

II. K * M

III. L % O

A. I only

B. Either I or II only

C. III only

D. All I, II and III

E. None is true

Five girls are sitting on a bench to be photographed. Seema is to the left of Rani and to the right of Bindu. Mary is to the right of Rani. Reeta is between Rani and

Mary.

Q17. Who are at the corners in the photograph?

A)  Rani and Bindu B)  Seema and Mary C)  Bindu and Mary D)  Mary and Reeta E)  None of these

Based on the given statement and few conclusions, choose the right statement which gives the correct conclusions.

Q18. Statements:

Some fruits are mangos.

All mangos are guavas.

No guava is a banana.

Conclusions:

I. All guavas are fruits.

II. Some guavas are fruits

A. If only conclusion I follows.

B. If only conclusion II follows.

C. If either conclusion I or conclusion II follows.

D. If both conclusions I and II follows.

C. None of these

Q19. Find the letter in the 12th position when the alphabets are written in alphabetical order

A)  L B)  N C)  O D)  P E)  None of these
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In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

Q20. Giraffes : bleat :: Parrots : ?

A)  growl B)  chirp/creak C)  squawk D)  wail E)  None of these

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

Q21. Absurd : Logical :: Imminent : ?

A)  Avoidable B)  Unhealthy C)  Enough D)  Exhausted E)  None of these

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

Q22. Patronize : Stoop :: Lament : ?

A)  Normality B)  Sorrow C)  Fair D)  Bad E)  None of these

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

Q23. Larks : warble :: Peacocks : ?

A)  scream B)  grunt C)  caw D)  hum E)  None of these

Q24. If P denotes +, Q denotes *, R denotes / and S denotes -, then 18 Q 12 P 4 R 5 S 6 = ?

A)  33 B)  43 C)  210.8 D)  63 E)  None of these

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

Q25. Find the missing Number -> 20 : 8001 :: 2: ?

A)  4 B)  9 C)  8 D)  5 E)  None of these

Q26. R, U, X, A, D, ?

A)  F B)  G C)  H D)  I E)  None of these

Q27. Statement: What a fool I am to rely on trickster like Shaleen !

Assumptions:

I. Shaleen is unreliable.

II. I am a fool.

A. Only assumption I is implicit

B. Only assumption II is implicit

C. Either I or II is implicit

D. Neither I nor II is implicit

E. Both I and II are implicit

Eight friends, A , B , C , D , E , F , G and H are seated in a circular arrangement facing the center

(i) AC, DG , HE and FB are seated adjacent to each other. A is also seated adjacent to H

(ii) B is second to the right of H

(iii) E is third to the right of C

(iv) G is opposite to E

Q28. Who is seated exactly opposite to G ?

A)  A B)  B C)  C D)  D E)  E

Based on the given details answer the following questions :

D lives between B and F.

E and A live on successive floors.

B lives in the topmost floor.

There is exactly one person between C and E.

There are exactly two people between F and G.

Q29. Who lives in the seventh floor ?

A)  D B)  F C)  A D)  B E)  G

Q30. Find the odd one out

A)  Mountain B)  Valley C)  Glacier D)  Coast E)  None of these
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Q31. Find the odd one out

A)  Hypothesis B)  Assumption C)  Observation D)  Experiment E)  None of these

Q32. Statement: Large number of people have become critically ill after consuming spurious liquor from a local shop.

Courses of Action:

I. The Government should immediately close down all the shops selling liquor till the stocks are tested for presence of toxicity.

II. The owner of the liquor shop should be asked to leave the town and open a shop elsewhere.

III. The owner of the liquor shop should immediately be arrested and tried for criminal negligence.

A. Only I and II follow

B. Only II and III follow

C. Only III follows

D. Only I and III follow

E. All follow

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

Q33. Aberration : Normality :: Decay : ?

A)  Scheme B)  Destroy C)  Development D)  Ache E)  None of these

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark

Q34. Cruelty : Tyranny :: Absurd : ?

A)  Ridiculous B)  Compassionate C)  Avoidable D)  Affluent E)  None of these

Q35. How is D related to A

A)  Uncle B)  Sister C)  Niece D)  Cousin E)None of these

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

Q36. Butterfly : caterpillar :: Mole : ?

A)  cygnet B)  hatchling, chick C)  calf D)  pup E)  None of these

Read the following information and answer the following question:

A – B means A is wife of B

A ÷ B means A is mother of B

A + B means A is son of B

A × B means A is brother of B

Q37. What does X+Y-Z mean ?

A)  Z is the father of X B)  Z is the son of X C)  Z is the uncle of X D)  Z is the brother of X E) None of these

Q38. Rita told Mani, "The girl I met yesterday at the beach was the youngest brother of the brother-in-law of my friend's mother." How is the girl related to Rita's

friend?

A)  Cousin B)  Daughter C)  Niece D)  Friend E)  Aunt

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

Q39. Tiger : cub :: Dinosaur : ?

A)  hatchling / juvenile B)  chick C)  calf D)  infant E)  None of these

Q40. Find the letter in the 8th position when the alphabets are written in alphabetical order from the right

A)  P B)  Q C)  S D)  O E)  None of these

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

Q41. Constant : Broken :: Abhor : ?

A)  Chatter B)  Concealed C)  Admire D)  Search E)None of these

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

Q42. Chicken : chick :: Pig : ?

A)  foal B)  lamb C)  piglet D)  pup / calf E)None of these
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Q43. Directions-

P © Q means P is not smaller than Q

P % Q means P is not greater than Q

P # Q means P is neither smaller than nor equal to Q

P @ Q means P is neither greater than nor smaller than Q

P $ Q means P is neither greater than nor equal to Q

From the conditions given below, choose the correct option.

R # D and D © K, K $ M.

Statement I. M # R

Statement II. K $ R

A. If only conclusion I is true

B. If only conclusion II is true

C. If either I or II is true

D. If neither I nor II is true

E. If both I and II are true

Q44. If A is coded as +, B is coded as -, C is coded as * and D is coded as / then evaluate 8 A 3 B 2 C 24 D 4 C 3?

A)  -25 B)  -23 C)  -15 D)  -5 E)  -35

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

Q45. Charlatan : Honest :: Quaint : ?

A)  Lively B)  Moderate C)  Common D)  Groove E)  None of these

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

Q46. Penalize : Aid :: Philanthropist : ?

A)  Acquire B)  Opponent C)  Revengeful D)  Conduct E)  None of these

Q47. Look at this series: 21, 9, 21, 11, 21, 13, 21, ... What number should come next ?

A)  14 B)  15 C)  21 D)  23 E)  None of these

Direction: Study the following arrangement carefully and answer the question given below :

W 1 R % 4 J E # 7 M T 2 I 9 B H 3 A $ 9 F Q 5 D G 6 U S P

Q48. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way on the basis of above arrangement and hence form a group. Which one does not belong to that

group?

A)  R W 4 B)  5 F G C)  9 Q A D)  3 B $ E)  7 E T

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which will replace the question mark.

Q49. Vehemence : Calm :: Quest : ?

A)  Dainty B)  Repeat C)  Artless D)  Retreat E)  None of these

Q50. When Anuj saw Manish, he recalled, "He is the son of the father of my daughter." Who is Manish ?

A)  Brother-in-law B)  Brother C)  Cousin D)  Uncle E)  None of these


